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Introduction

Engines fueled by fossil fuel arewell know

in fulfilling transportation and industr

quirements. The increase in industrial a

portation around the world had caused

efficient energy sources such as fossil f

problems with non-renewable energy sou

ing natural fuel supplies, there has been a
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Utilization of the waste products as an alternative fuel could reduce the dependence on

fossil fuel. The three types of upgraded waste source fuels discussed in this paper were tire

derived fuel (TDF), waste plastic disposal fuel (WPD) and upgraded waste cooking oil

(UWCO). The detailed combustion pressure showed that kinematic viscosity and cetane
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 kinematic viscosity and low cetane number affected its fuel vaporization process; thus,
on delay. UWCO showed the 14% higher power and 13.8% higher
lengthening its igniti

torque compared to d
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iesel fuel (DF). WPD produced the lowest NOx due to its low pressure

curve during combustion. TDF had produced the highest exhaust emissions (CO, CO2, NO
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and NOx). Particulate

soot concentration wa

speed operation.
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ial needs and re-
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rces and diminish-
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tter (PM) emissions by UWCO blends were lower than DF. UWCO's

0% lower than DF and increased to 62.5% from low to high engine
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automobiles that use renewable energy source. Researches

have been conducting studies all around the world in search

of renewable energy sources in order to reduce the depen-

dence on fossil fuel. Recently, studies have focused on finding

and utilizing renewable energy sources that are environ-

mentally friendly. The researchers had tried to advance new

technologies aimed at recycling and/or reusing waste mate-

rials as a source of energy. Such production of waste source

fuel has two advantages, namely the recovery of valuable
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